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Reference: PDMVBORC01SERM4RA
EAN13: 8057730886369

            

Pendant lamp with textile cable, metal details and 7cm cable clamp -
Made in Italy - Bulb included
Light bulb: Without bulb
Finish: White - Copper

Descrizione

A perfect pendant lamp for those who are searching for a chic lighting solution with a contemporary design ? Here
it is!
With this ceiling lamp with metal details and exposed bulb you can easily change the look of your interior.

Thanks to the metal finishes with contrasting textile cable and the 7 cm long cable clamp you can recreate anelegant
and sophisticated design, while thanks to the light bulb on display you can light up even those rooms where natural
light is hard to reach.
We recommend you use this modern and glamorous suspension lamp to light a living room, dining table or
bedroom.

This chandelier is ready to be installed and you can buy it already complete with bulb: we have chosen for you the
Delo LED Porcelain, which with its particular shape and matte finish makes it ideal to spread the light evenly in your
environment, but alternatively you can take a look at our assortment of designer LED bulbs to find the one that best
suits your style.
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Each Creative-Cables lamp is designed, and assembled in Italy and is tested and CE certified by independent
laboratories according to the strictest regulations in force: one more reason for choosing Creative-Cables quality.

Scheda tecnica

Hanging lamp composed of:
120 cm of 2x0.75 textile cable of the selected color
1 metal ceiling rose of the selected finish
1 x 7 cm metal cable clamp
1 E27 smooth lamp holder
1 cylindrical E27 metal lamp holder cup of the selected finish

Made in Italy

Light bulb [DL700247]: LED, Hydra, 6W, 540 Lm, 2700K, E27, F, width 200 mm, height 153 mm, dimmable
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